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Abstract This paper presents a real-time algorithm for changes detection
in depth of anesthesia signals. A Page-Hinkley test (PHT) with a forgetting
mechanism (PHT-FM) was developed. The samples are weighted according
to their ”age” so that more importance is given to recent samples. This en-
ables the detection of the changes with less time delay than if no forgetting
factor was used. The performance of the PHT-FM was evaluated in a two-
fold approach. First, the algorithm was run oﬄine in DoA signals previously
collected during general anesthesia, allowing the adjustment of the forgetting
mechanism. Second, the PHT-FM was embedded in a real-time software and
its performance was validated online in the surgery room. This was performed
by asking the clinician to classify in real-time the changes as true positives,
false positives or false negatives. The results show that 69% of the changes
were classified as true positives, 26% as false positives, and 5% as false nega-
tives. The true positives were also synchronized with changes in the hypnotic
or analgesic rates made by the clinician. The contribution of this work has a
high impact in the clinical practice since the PHT-FM alerts the clinician for
changes in the anesthetic state of the patient, allowing a more prompt action.
The results encourage the inclusion of the proposed PHT-FM in a real-time
decision support system for routine use in the clinical practice.
Keywords Adaptive systems · Data flow analysis · Change detection
algorithms · Dynamic behavior
1 Introduction
The automatic detection of changes in physiological signals has been topic of
research for some years now [1,19,31]. This paper presents a real-time algo-
rithm to automatically detect changes in depth of anesthesia (DoA) signals.
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The majority of the indices to quantify the DoA e.g. index of consciousness
(IoC) [11], auditory evoked potentials (AEP) [29], spectral entropy (SE) [30]
and bispectral index (BIS) [8,9], range between a value close to 100, corre-
sponding to fully awake state, and 0, corresponding to electrocortical activity
suppression during a fully asleep and unconscious anesthetized state. In gen-
eral anesthesia, values between 40 and 50 show to be ideal to perform surgical
procedures [16,25]. However, during the time course of a surgery, this target
range may change depending on the surgical protocols that are being used or
on the overall state of the patient. A trained clinician judges the current obser-
vations and interprets them with sensitivity to the context, and in comparison
with previous observations, to provide a warning of potential deterioration in
the anesthetic state, or to change the target values of the monitored physio-
logical signals. Naturally, the thresholds for the clinician to trigger an alarm
are dynamically dependent on all the available information and clinical envi-
ronment. The automatic and correct identification of a change that needs to
be alarmed can be considered a detection and decision problem.
As for the DoA, this detection has paramount importance in the adaptation
of the drug doses needed to achieve an optimal DoA level while avoiding un-
desirable side-effects [18,27]. Changes in DoA signals may occur due to either
intrinsic or extrinsic factors. Since most of the DoA indices, namely the BIS,
report the patients’ level of hypnosis (related to unconsciousness), and anal-
gesia (lack of pain) [20], these are the intrinsic factors. Intubation, incisions or
other painful stimuli are the extrinsic factors.
1.1 The Change Detection Problem
When monitoring data it is fundamental to know if the received data comes
from the distribution observed so far. In non-stationary scenarios, due to the
dynamic nature of data, some properties of the problem might change over
time, namely the target concept on which data is obtained may shift from
time to time. When some properties of the problem change over time, ”‘old”’
observations (reflecting the behavior of nature in the past) become irrelevant
to the current state. These dynamic processes are challenging and need to be
addressed with appropriate change detection algorithms.
Changes may occur due to modifications in the context of learning (caused
by changes in hidden variables) or in the intrinsic properties of the observed
variables. Usually, literature considers two types of drift. The term Concept
Shift refers to abrupt changes (for example, the patterns of costumers’ buying
preferences that may change with seasons), while the term Concept Drift is
associated to gradual changes in the target concept (for example, small faults
in parts of an industrial process can modify the quality of the product). A
Concept Drift is more difficult to detect, and, at least in the initial phases of
the change, it may be confused with noise.
Recently, several methods capable of dealing with change detection have
been proposed [3,4,12,13,15,26]. Drifting concepts are often handled by time
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windows or weighted samples according to their ”‘age”’ or utility. Weighted
samples are based on the idea that the importance of a sample should decrease
with time (references about this approach can be found in [13,14,17]). When
a time window is used, at each time step, only the samples inside that window
are relevant. With the aim of detecting concept changes, some indicators (e.g.
performance measures, data distribution, properties of the data, etc.) can be
monitored over time [5,12,23,26].
Assuming that samples are independent and randomly generated according
to an unknown distribution, to assess if a concept is shifting over time, it is
necessary to perform tests in order to determine if there is a change in the
generating distribution. To be efficient, a change detection algorithm must
be able to forget outdated data, be single pass and run in efficient space,
allowing constant updates in time and memory. Therefore, the main challenge
of algorithms for change detection is a tradeoff between the robustness in the
presence of noise and sensitivity to concept changes. The presence of noise
and outliers constitute the main difficulties to change detection algorithms
since they may increase the number of false alarms. Furthermore, such kind of
change detection tests should detect only true changes with high probability,
establishing a trade-off between false negatives and false positives. Specifically,
these algorithms should:
– Be able to detect and react to drift.
– Not exhibit miss detections.
– Be resilience to false alarms (detect a change in stationary environments).
– Require few samples to detect a change after the occurrence of one.
1.2 Change Detection in BIS Signals: Challenges and Contributions
In the standard clinical practice, when the behavior of the BIS signal changes,
the clinician manually adjusts the drug dosages to control the anesthetic state
of the patient. A quick reaction is crucial since a delay in this adjustment may
compromise the well-being and general condition of the patient [18], possibly
leading to some undesirable side-effects (such as awareness experience during
surgery, post-operative nausea and vomiting and muscle aches).
The detection of initial phases of smooth changes are as challenging for the
clinicians as it is for the changes detection algorithms. The enhancement of
the Page-Hinkley test (PHT) with a forgetting mechanism aims to overcome
this difficulty. By giving more importance to recent samples, the initial phase
of the change will be reinforced and most easily detected.
On the other hand, sudden changes are easily observed and detected.
Hence, they do not pose great difficulties to change detection algorithms. How-
ever, these changes are the most critical ones because the behavior of the DoA
signal changes abruptly and quickly. In these situations, it is of foremost im-
portance to bring the DoA signal back to the desired range or level after the
occurence of the change. This fact reinforces the advantage of using an auto-
matic change detection algorithm to alert the clinician to act promptly.
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The first contribution of this work is the development of an algorithm to
detect changes in the DoA signals of patients undergoing surgery.
The second contribution is the oﬄine evaluation of the proposed algorithm
using BIS signals of patients undergoing abdominal surgery. The main purpose
of this validation is the adjustment of the forgetting mechanism. Even though
being the DoA index most widely used, there still exists some controversy
around the benefits of the use of the BIS in extensive clinical practice [21]. The
reason for the use of BIS signals to assess the performance of the proposed
change detection algorithm is bi-fold. First, BIS is the DoA index used in the
surgery rooms the authors have collaboration with. Second, insights gained
with this assessment are useful to extend this change detection algorithm to
other DoA indices.
The third contribution of this paper is the real-time evaluation and test of
the proposed method in a clinical environment.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
methodology to detect changes in the data. Section 3.1 and 3.2 show the results
from the oﬄine and online evaluations, respectively. Concluding remarks and
possibilities for further research are presented in section 5.
2 Methods
2.1 Classification of the changes detected by the PHT-FM
Both for the oﬄine and the online database, the changes detected by the
proposed change detection algorithm were classified by a single clinician. A
True Positive (TP) corresponds to a change that actually occurred; a False
Positive (FP) is a wrongly detected change (also known as a type I error
and as a false alarm); a False Negative (FN) correspond to a change is not
detected, when in fact there exists one (also known as a type II error and as a
miss detection). The True Negatives (TN) are the points where the algorithm
did not detect a change and there was indeed no change. In this work the
number of TN was not assessed because the TN are all the other data points
in the signal that were not classified as TP, FP or FN. The PHT-FM changes
detections that were not classified by the clinician are marked as nC. In most
of the cases these detections were not classified because the clinician was not
available at the time the change occured.
2.2 Clinical data collection
In the clinical practice, hypnotics and analgesics are the drugs that mainly
influence the DoA. In the real cases used on this paper, the hypnotic propo-
fol and analgesic remifentanil were intravenously administrated to induce and
maintain the patient’s DoA, which was manually controlled by the clinician
who changed the drug doses according to clinical requirements, using as ref-
erence the patient’s vital signs, e.g. the blood pressures and the heart rate,
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and the BIS values. The BIS, hemodynamic parameters and drug rates were
recorded with a frequency of 1/5 s−1.
2.2.1 Oﬄine database
For the oﬄine evaluation, data previously collected from 22 patients undergo-
ing abdominal surgery was used. The patients were 60±15 years old, 76.8±17.7
kg and 13 female, and the surgeries had an average duration of 144± 74 min-
utes.
The PHT-FM was run on each case of the database and the changes were
classified afterwards. The changes that were followed by a modification in
the rate of propofol and/or remifentanil were classified as TP. Similarly, if
no modification in drugs rates occured after the detection, the change was, in
general, considered to be a FP. However, it should also be that, during the time
course of a surgery, when informed by the surgeons about the possibly painful
procedures that are about to be performed, the clinician often avoids a possible
increase in the DoA index value by anticipating the administration of a higher
dose of the hypnotic and/or analgesic. Some of the detected changes might
hence be consequence of an increase in the administered drugs rates. Due to
this, the changes that were detected by the PHT-FM were also considered TP
if some modification in the propofol and/or remifentanil administered rates
occured right before the change.
2.2.2 Online database
Due to the encouraging results that were obtained with the oﬄine evaluation,
the PHT-FM was implemented in the software GALENO: Computer Aided
System for Modeling, Monitoring and Control in Anesthesia [24], and run
online in the surgery room, during 78 general anesthesia episodes, for different
types of surgeries. The patients were 56± 14 years old, 71.8± 16.4 kg and 70
female, and the surgeries had an average duration of 123± 66 minutes.
The clinician was advised every time a change was detected by the PHT-
FM and asked to classify it as TP, FP, and FN. The major advantage of this
online assessment is that this classification is done on-site, and, consequently,
based on the current observations and actions performed around the time when
the change was detected. In general, cases where the rate of propofol and/or
remifentanil was modified after the change was detected were classified as TP.
Similarly, in most of the cases, if no action by the anesthesilogist was taken
after the detection of a change, it was considered to be a FP. Exceptions
were when, for example, the patient was subject to painful stimuli of limited
duration, caused by a known source of stimulation, such as small incisions
or patient repositioning. In those cases the clinician did not usually react by
increasing the propofol and/or remifentanil rate when advised that a change
had occured because, the DoA index value would decrease to its previous value
as soon as the stimulus ended. Those changes were, however, classified as TP.
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2.3 Change detection algorithm
In order to detect changes in the BIS signals, the PHT was selected among
other change detection algorithms because is easy to implement and the time
required to evaluate the samples are reduced. The changes detection in the
signals must be performed on the flow and the low computational complexity of
the PHT makes it appropriated to use in this context. The PHT is a sequential
adaptation of the detection of an abrupt change in the average of a Gaussian
signal [2] and is commonly used to online detect changes in signal processing
(see [5,22,23]).
To detect increases and decreases in data, the PHT consists of running two
tests in parallel. It considers two cumulative variables UT and LT , defined as





(xt − x¯T − δ) LT =
T∑
t=1
(xt − x¯T + δ)
where t = 1 . . . T represents the sample step, xt is the variable value at time
t, x¯T = 1/T
T∑
t=1
xt is the current mean at time T and δ corresponds to the
magnitude of changes that are allowed. The minimum and maximum value
of these variables are also computed: mT = min(Ut, t = 1 . . . T ) and MT =
max(Lt, t = 1 . . . T ), respectively. As a final step, the PHT runs two tests
in parallel, one to detect increases and another to detect decreases. The first
monitors the difference between the cumulative variable (UT ) and its minimum
(mT ) and the second monitors the difference between the cumulative variable
(LT ) and its maximum value (MT ).
Intending to reduce the time delay of the changes detected and since in
swift and evolving environments ”‘old”’ data is usually less important than
recent one, this method was enhanced with a forgetting mechanism (PHT-
FM). The samples are weighted according to their ”age” so the PHT will
focus more on recent samples, detecting the changes with low delay time. The
resulting tests are the following:
For increase cases: For decrease cases:




UT−1 + (xT − x¯T − δ) LT = T−1T LT−1 + (xT − x¯T + δ)
mT = min(Ut, t = 1 . . . T ) MT = max(Lt, t = 1 . . . T )
PHU = UT −mT PHL = MT − LT
In these equations, the forgetting mechanism is the weight of the variables
UT−1 and LT−1 in the update process. Since the ratio T−1T increases with time,
the recent samples have more importance in the update process than the older
ones. With this forgetting mechanism, while assigning more importance to
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recent observations, the algorithm will be able to earlier detect both abrupt
(sudden) and gradual (slow) changes.
At every instant the two PH statistics (PHU and PHL) are monitored
and a change is reported whenever one of them is above a given threshold λ.
When a change is detected, all the variables and index of samples are reseted
and a new test is reinitialized.
The parameter δ is highly dependent of the characteristics of the signal
under study. The value of this parameter is chosen to avoid false detections
due to noise, taking into account the magnitude of changes that are allowed
and should not trigger an alarm. The change threshold parameter is chosen
considering a tradeoff between admissible false alarm rates and delay time
detections. Therefore, increasing λ the algorithm will entail fewer false alarms
but might miss some true changes.
The proposed change detection algorithm relies on the difference between
the observed value and its current average. Whenever the referred difference
increases continuously, eventually exceeding the user predefined limit (λ), the
algorithm detects a change in the recorded BIS signal. The psedo-code for the
PHT-FM is the following:
Page-Hinkley test with Forgetting Mechanism
Inputs:
Require: x(t) /* observation at example t */
Require: δ /* admissible change*/
Require: λ /* change threshold*/
Ensure: change ∈ {TRUE,FALSE}
. . .
/* Initialize the variables */
S(0)← 0; SR(0)← 0;
U(0)← 0; m← 0;
L(0)← 0; M ← 0
/* Update the error estimator */
S(t)← S(t− 1) + x(t)
U(t)← T−1T U(t− 1) + x(t)− S(t)t − δ
L(t)← T−1T L(t− 1) + x(t)− S(t)t + δ
m(t)← min(m,U(t))
M(t)← max(M,L(t))
if PHU = U(t)−m ≥ λ then





if PHL = M − L(t) ≥ λ then





Figure 1 illustrates how PHT-FM works. The upper plot shows the initial
phase of a BIS signal used in this study. As it can be observed, two changes
occur around minutes 14 and 17 due to a decrease in the signal. The bottom
figure represents the evolution of the statistic test PHL and the detection
threshold (λ). The PHT-FM statistic test captures both the decreases pre-
sented at this stage of the signal. The λ parameter should guarantee that the
algorithm, while being resilient to false alarms, can detect and react to changes
as soon as they occur, reducing the detection delay time. By controlling this
detection threshold parameter, a tradeoff between the false positive alarms
and the mis detections is established. Regarding both thresholds, to the best
of our knowledge, it is not possible to automatically derive them through the
characteristics of the signal under study.
Fig. 1 The upper figure shows the initial phase of a BIS signal used in this study. The
bottom figure represents the evolution of the PHT-FM statistic and the detection threshold
λ.
2.3.1 Forgetting mechanism
A comparative analysis was performed in the database described in section
2.2.1 to assess the effect of using the forgetting mechanism. Figure 2 shows
the mean delay time (in seconds) between accordant detections obtained by the
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Fig. 2 Mean time delay (in seconds) between accordant detections obtained with the orig-
inal PHT and with the enhanced PHT-FM, for all cases in the aforementioned database.
original PHT and by the PHT enhanced with a forgetting mechanism (PHT-
FM), for all the cases in the database. When using the PHT-FM, in 50% of
the cases, the clinician is advised with more than half a minute of advance in
relation to the case where the PHT is used. This is the main advantage of the
PHT-FM since reducing the delay time in detections gives more room to the
clinician to decide based on that information. The result of this assessment
supports the use of the proposed forgetting mechanism.
2.3.2 Algorithm input parameters
To adjust the algorithm input parameters, an analysis was previously con-
ducted on 106 BIS signals collected from a patients under similar anesthetic
procedures to the ones described in section 2.2 [7,6]. From that, the parameters
λ and δ were set equal to 20 and 10, respectively. That was done considering
the admissible false alarme rate and the magnitude of the permitted changes
regarding the intrinsic characteristics of the signal under study. The sensibil-
ity of both parameters was also assessed by fixing one of the parameters and
varying the other. The results obtained are shown in Figure 3. As it is clear
in the upper plot of Fig. 3, where λ was equal to 20, values of δ below 10 give
rise to an increasing number of FP. For values of δ above 10, the number of
FN increases. The same behavior is found when δ is set to 10, and λ is made
to vary between 15 and 25 (bottom plot of Fig. 3).
2.4 Evaluation metrics
Throughout this paper, the clinician’s classifications of the changes detected
by the proposed PHT-FM are considered as ground truth. Naturally, they are
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Fig. 3 Parameters sensibility.
highly dependent on the evaluation of a single clinician and are not 100%
accurate. These validations allow computing quality metrics of the PHT-FM
performance, such as Precision and Recall (also known as Sensitivity). The
Precision measures the ratio between the correct detected changes (TP) and
all the detected changes, TP+FP, and the Recall is defined as a ratio between
the correct detected changes and all the occurred changes, TP+FN. For both
quality metrics, the closer to 100% the most accurated is the change detection
algorithm. Both metrics are closely related to the concepts of type I and type
II errors: an algorithm with high recall has a low type II error rate, which
means that it misses few changes detections. While an algorithm with high
precision has a low type I error rate, which means that is resilient to false
alarms.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Oﬄine evaluation
Since the changes that occur in the BIS signal were not simulated, being
instead consequence of changes coming from life operating settings, it was dif-
ficult to ascertain the exact times when the changes in the BIS signal occurred.
Hence, a delay time evaluation could not be performed. A preliminary eval-
uation has however been performed scoring the oﬄine algorithm detections.
Regarding the quality measures, for all cases in the database a Precision of
87% and a Recall of 98% were obtained. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix
obtained for the oﬄine database. In spite of the high number of false alarms,
this fact does not represent a major concern because clinician might be advised
and then decide an action based upon his expertise and on the patient’s vital
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signals. Another important result of this evaluation is the low number of miss
detections, which is an evidence that the PHT-FM is able to detect almost
all the changes occured in the BIS signals that induce the clinician to adjust
the drug doses. It should also be pointed out that most part of the detections
were classified as TP. These results supported the online implementation and
evaluation of this algorithm, which results are presented in section 3.2.
Table 1 Confusion matrix obtained for the oﬄine database.
Real Total
Change No Change Total
Detected
Change 266 40 306
No Change 4 X 4
Total 270 40 310
3.2 Online Evaluation
Figure 4 shows records of three patients from the database described in sec-
tion 2.2.2. For each case, the upper plot shows the BIS signal and the detected
changes by the PHT-FM (indicated by a vertical line and arrows pointing up-
wards if an increase in the BIS signal was detected and pointing downwards if
a decrease in the BIS was detected).
As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the change around minute 6, consequence of the
administration of the initial bolus of propofol is detected by the algorithm,
as expected, and evaluated as TP by the clinician. The PHT-FM consistently
detects the decreases of the BIS signal as a result of this propofol bolus, as
it can also be observed later at minute 10, both validated as TP. Although
a TP validation by the clinician, around minute 50 the algorithm detects
two ascendant changes that were neither consequences nor followed by any
clinical action. Around minute 65, the clinician validated as FP an algorithm
detection. These situations intend to illustrate the difficulties that the problem
under study poses to the development of change detection algorithms, namely
the false positive detections due to noise present in the BIS signals. Later,
around minute 70 a detection of an increase in the BIS, marked as TP, followed
by the administration of a propofol bolus by the clinician is noticeable. As
expected, after this bolus the BIS decreases which is detected by the PHT-FM
(despite the first detected change not having been classified by the clinician,
the second one is validated as TP and both are clearly a result of the bolus
administration). This is one example where the online use of this algorithm
may be advantageous: advised by the algorithm of this increase the clinician
could act more promptly. The latest changes detections, classified as TP, were
result of the end of drugs administration.
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Fig. 4 Example of the detected changes in a BIS signal of three clinical cases in the
database. The upper plots show the BIS signal, the detected changes (indicated by a verti-
cal line and arrows) and the clinician’s evaluation. The middle and bottom plots show the
propofol and remifentanil doses (ml/h).
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Figure 4 (b) presents another clinical case. After the administration of the
initial bolus of propofol the PHT-FM detected two decreases and later (around
minute 25) another one as the result of the accommodation of the BIS to this
dose (all classified by the clinician as TP). After a stable period with val-
ues within the range 40 to 60, the BIS signal reveals an increase which was
detected by the algorithm. This change, evaluated as TP, contributed to an
administration of a propofol bolus by the clinician. It is also noticeable, as
a result of this administration, a decrease detection evaluated as TP. From
minute 40 to minute 60 the BIS signal remains stable around a mean value
of 45. Around minute 60 the algorithm detects another increase, classified as
TP leading to an administration of a propofol bolus. However, this dosage
was not enough to reduce the BIS signal which remain with an increaseing
behavior that was identified by the PHT-FM around minute 65. As a conse-
quence, to avoid that the BIS increases, the clinician administrated another
propofol bolus. After these administrations, the BIS recovered to the clinical
reference range which was also detected by the PHT-FM (around minute 75).
Later, it can be observed two false positive detections (the algorithm alarmed
these changes without evident existence of any). It should be noted that the
noisy level of these signals poses difficulties to this algorithm and often noise
can be confused with initial phases of a change, alarming a change when the
signal remains stable and raising the rate of false positives. The latest algo-
rithm’s detections (validated as TP) are a consequence of the end of drugs
administration due to the end of the surgery.
Figure 4 (c) shows a clinical case where the PHT-FM missed a change,
identified as FN (around minute 60). The first three detected decreases, clas-
sified as TP by the clinician, are the result of the accommodation of the BIS
to the initial dose of propofol. Around minute 25 the PHT-FM detects an in-
crease in the BIS. The administration of a propofol bolus follows this increase
in order to maintain the BIS in the predefined target window. A rise in the BIS
around minute 40 is also detected by the algorithm and succeeded by decrease
in the signal despite any clinical action. These two detections were result of the
incision and did not report a relevant variation in the BIS behavior and as a
consequence were classified as FP. Around minute 70, a TP detection leaded to
a decrease in the propofol administration. Approaching the end of the surgery,
the drugs administration was set off and the algorithm, as desirable, detected
two increases in the BIS signal (both validated as TP).
Table 2 Confusion matrix.
Real Total
Change No Change Total
Detected
Change 660 255 915
No Change 48 X 48
Total 708 255 963
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Likewise the oﬄine analysis, the Precision and the Recall were computed
for all cases in this database, obtainig 72% and 93%, respectively. The high
accuracy achieved by the proposed PHT-FM support its inclusion in real-time
decision support system for routine use in the clinical practice. Table 2 shows
the evaluation metrics corresponding to the online clinician validation. It must
be stressed out that the number of false alarms are not a major concern for
this problem. A false alarm will alert the clinician, who decides if one action
should be taken, based upon his expertise and on the patient’s vital signals.
The miss detections might be more problematic. If the PHT-FM misses a
change that occured in the DoA signal, and if the clinician could not detect it
by looking at the available monitors, the drugs dosages will not be adjusted
in order to provide more confort to the patient. Both situations, can disturb
and/or potentially mislead the clinician but does not cause immediate wrong
action.
Since the change detection algorithm is implemented online is not possible
to avoid the presence of noise and sensor faults. Therefore, it should be pointed
out, that the clinician’s validations were only taken into account if the quality
of the BIS signal was greater or equal to 50%. Along with this, some of the
detected changes by the algorithm were not classified by the clinician (those
were not considered in the these measurements).
4 Limitations of the proposed decision support system
The presence of noise and outliers in the collected signals of BIS and the out-
liers in those are the main limitations of the proposed PHT-FM to incorporate
in a decision support system.
The corruption of the BIS signals by noise is as challenging for the ap-
plication domain as for the change detection algorithms. For the application
domain, the noise can confuse the clinician in the observation of the signal be-
havior, disturbing and potentially confusing his judgments. While for change
detection algorithms, the noise can be easily confused with a initial phase of
a change. The noise in the signals could be addressed by performing some
filter strategy before presenting the signal to the change detection algorithm.
However, this was not scope of this work, but it is a task to which is it nec-
essary to devote some effort in future research. Figure 5 shows a typical BIS
signal collected in the surgery room, illustrating the level of noise present in
the BIS signals. Specially, after minute 50, along with decreases and increases
in the BIS behavior, it is also noticeable the noise present reflected in the high
variation associated with those.
Outliers and sensor faults also pose difficulties to both domains and were
not addressed in this work. Sensor faults, which are impossible to avoid, often
causes outliers and/or missed data.
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Fig. 5 Example of a BIS collected in the surgery room with a typical noise level.
5 Conclusions
The Page-Hinkley Test with a forgetting mechanism (PHT-FM) was imple-
mented and tuned to detect changes in BIS signals from patients under gen-
eral anesthesia. The developed PHT-FM algorithm consistently reveals the
increasing and decreasing behaviors of the BIS signals under study.
The online evaluations obtained so far support the incorporation of this
change detection algorithm in a robust and reliable online decision support
system based on DoA monitoring for general anesthesia procedures.
It should be noted that the environment of the application and the specific
features of the BIS signal, namely the high level noise present in the mea-
surements, point to further improvements of this detection algorithm. The
development of a dedicate online filter to smooth the BIS signals is a task to
be addressed in the near future to enrich the detection algorithm results.
Due to lack of reliable sensors to directly and quantitatively measure the
level of analgesia, and considering the controversy around the use of BIS to
quantify the patients’ DoA, further research on other vital signals such as
the electrocardiogram, blood pressure and heart rate should be carried out to
improve the decision support system. Results should naturally also be corre-
lated with the ones obtained using BIS signals, or other DoA signals, since the
extension of the PHT-FM to them is straightforward.
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